PRIVACY POLICY

The site does not collect any information in an automated way, except for the information contained
in cookies.
Cookies are pieces of information, in particular text files, which are stored on the Site User’s end
device for the purpose of using the Site’s webpages. Cookies typically include the name of the
website they come from, period of storage on the end device, and a unique number.
Ghelamco Poland is the entity placing and accessing cookies on the Site User’s end device.
Cookies are used for:
•

adjusting the content of the Site’s webpages to the User’s preferences and optimising their
use. In particular, these files allow for recognising the Site User and properly displaying the
webpage, as adjusted to the User’s individual needs;

•

creating statistics which help understand the way in which Site Users use the webpages,
allowing for improving their structure and content.

As part of the Site, two primary types of cookies are used: “session” and “persistent” cookies.
“Session” cookies are temporary files stored in the User’s end device until the user logs out, leaves
the website, or shuts down the software (browser). “Permanent” cookies are stored in the user’s end
device for a period specified in the cookies’ settings or until deleted by the User.
As part of the Site, the following types of cookies are used:
•

“necessary” cookies, which enable the use of the services available with the Site, e.g.
authentication cookies used for services requiring authentication as part of the Site;

•

cookies used to ensure security, e.g. used to detect authentication abuse as part of the Site;

•

“performance” cookies enabling collecting information on the use of the Site’s webpages;

•

“functional” cookies allowing for “remembering” the User’s settings and personalising the user
interface, e.g. the preferred language or the region the User comes from, font size, website’s
look and feel etc.

In many cases, the software used to browse websites (browser) accepts, by default, storing cookies
in the User’s end device. Site Users may at any time change cookie settings. These settings may be
changed, in particular so as to block automatic cookie support in the browser settings or inform the
Site User each time the cookies are enabled. Detailed information on cookie capabilities and support
is available in the software (browser) settings.
The Site Operator hereby informs that restricting the use of cookies may affect some functionalities
available on the Site’s webpages.
Cookies are placed in the Site User’s end device and may be used also by advertisers and partners
cooperating with the Site Operator.

